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Experiences with a National NAMA Fund
Presentation Outline

- Overview Framework of RAC NAMA Fund
- RAC NAMA: Fund Flow and Utilization
- Project status
Overview Framework of RAC NAMA Fund

- **NAMA Facility**
- **Grant Agreement**
  - December 2017
- **RAC NAMA Fund**
- **EGAT**
  - as Project Fund Manager
- **EGAT**
  - National Fund Recipient

Project duration: April 2016-March 2021
Overview Framework of RAC NAMA Fund

Objective

Market introduction of green cooling technologies

Financial instruments

Greener and energy efficient cooling technologies with natural refrigerant
Target Cooling Technologies

Domestic refrigerator

Commercial refrigerator

Split-type AC

Chiller
Overview Framework of RAC NAMA Fund

Level 1: Fund Transfer

RAC NAMA
~8.3 M€ (~310 MB)

“National Entity” as Fund Recipient

Thai Government

Level 2: Fund Utilization

Financial Schemes

RAC NAMA Revolving Fund
5.3 M€ (~200 MB)

RAC NAMA Fund Utilization

Grant for Producers
(Max 3 M€ or ~110 MB)

Grant

Project duration: April 2016-March 2021
RAC NAMA: Fund Flow and Utilization

1. Donor (~8.3 M€)
   - GIZ
   - Signing Grant Agreement
     - Dec 2017

2. National Recipient (Thai Government)
   - Opening the off-balance-sheet
     or off-budget Account at the
     Custodian Bank

3. Fund Utilization
   - 8.3 M€ (~310 MB)

- RAC NAMA Bank Account
  (at the custodian Bank)

- RAC NAMA Revolving Fund*
  (5.3 M€ or ~200 MB)

  A. Consumer Finance
  - B. Credit Lines
    - B.1 Credit Line for
      producers (Working Capitals)
    - B.2 Credit Line for
      Commercial End-users/ SMEs

- Grant Scheme
  (Max. 3 M€ or ~110 MB)

  C. Grant for production Conversion

Project duration: April 2018-March 2021
RAC NAMA: Fund Flow and Utilization

Fund Utilization
8.3 M€ (~310 MB)

Project duration: April 2016-March 2021

A. Consumer Finance

B. Credit Lines
   B.1 Credit Line for producers (Working Capitals)
   B.2 Credit Line for Commercial End-users/ SMEs

C. Grant Scheme
   (Max. 3 M€ or ~110 MB)

RAC NAMA Revolving Fund*
(5.3 M€ or ~200 MB)

Grant for production Conversion

Targeted Beneficiaries of the RAC NAMA Fund

Buyer of Domestic Refrigerator/ Split AC
Producers of com. refrigerator / AC/Chiller
SME end-users of com. refrigerator / AC/Chiller
Producers of com. refrigerator / AC/Chiller

Project duration: April 2016-March 2021
Thank You